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INTRODUCTION

Antigorite is a serpentine mineral with a complex, modulated 
superstructure, which is usually affected by common polysomatic 
and polytypic faults (Otten 1993, and references therein). After 
the pioneering work of Kunze (1958), a three-dimensional crys-
tal structure reÞ nement for the m = 17 polysome (m being the 
number of tetrahedra along the wave) from Val Malenco [Mg159 
antigorite; lattice parameters a = 43.505(6), b = 9.251(1), and c 
= 7.263(1) Å, β = 91.32(1)°, space group Pm] was only recently 
produced (Capitani and Mellini 2004). The structure consists of 
a wavy 1:1 layer, curled on b and modulated along a. Sixteen 
octahedra form a continuous sheet with ß ex lines every eight 
octahedra; seventeen tetrahedra lie on the concave sides, eight of 
which form a �short� half-wave and nine, with opposite polari-
ties, forming a �long� half-wave (Fig. 1a).

The antigorite structure strongly recalls lizardite-1T (e.g., 
Mellini and Viti 1994) because of the common presence of six-
membered tetrahedral rings linked to the octahedral sheet (Fig. 
1b). Unlike lizardite, the tetrahedral sheet exchanges polarity every 
few tetrahedra (Fig. 1b). In the m = 17 polysome, X-ray reÞ nement 
revealed 6-reversals and 8-reversals regularly alternating along 
[100] and interleaved with lizardite-like six-membered rings. 
Six-reversals correspond to six-membered tetrahedral rings, 
having two tetrahedra pointing up and four down; 8-reversals to 
eight-membered rings, with four tetrahedra pointing up and four 
down. Along [010], 8-reversals alternate with 4-reversals (four-
membered rings, two tetrahedra up and two down). By exchanged 
polarity, adjacent 1:1 layers become strongly interconnected along 
[001]. Therefore, antigorite also differs from lizardite by having a 
framework of three-dimensionally connected chemical bonds.

Antigorite belongs to a polysomatic series (Ferraris et al. 
1986) composed of lizardite, S, [Mg3Si2O5(OH)4] and talc, T, 
[Mg3Si4O10(OH)2] modules, the latter occurring at 6-reversals. The 
reÞ ned m = 17 structure has polysomatic formula S+

8TS�
7, where S+ 

and S� indicate opposite polarities. The general polysomatic for-

mula is Mg3m�3Si2mO5m(OH)4m�6, which becomes Mg48Si34O85(OH)62 
(or Mg2.823Si2O5(OH)3.646) for m = 17. Different proportions of the 
two modules produce polysomes with different wavelengths and 
compositions. Natural antigorite a values from ∼26 Å  (Kunze 
1961) to ∼110 Å (Brindley et al. 1958) or, most frequently, between 
33 Å and 61 Å (e.g., Uehara and Shirozu 1985; Mellini et al. 1987; 
Uehara and Kamata 1994; Viti and Mellini 1996). Because of the 
frequent polysomatic and polytypic faults, crystallographic data 
have often been obtained by electron diffraction and high-resolu-
tion transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM).

Unfortunately, HRTEM interpretations may be controversial. 
Dódony et al. (2002) used HRTEM data from the m = 14 polysome 
(a ≈ 35 Å) to deny the presence of 8-reversals. Their model differs 
from the HRTEM interpretations of Wu et al. (1989), Otten (1993), 
Uehara (1998), and Grobéty (2003). Following Kunze (1958 and 
1961), all these authors supported the presence of 8-reversals in 
different antigorite polysomes. Actually, the X-ray model for the 
m = 17 structure reÞ ned by Capitani and Mellini (2004) conÞ rms 
the presence of tetrahedral 8-reversals, at least in that polysome, 
and rules out any anomalous crystal chemical feature at the reversal 
lines such as octahedral sheet offsets and anomalous Mg coordina-
tion. As a matter of fact, HRTEM structural interpretation may be 
critical because of the biased contrast features produced by dy-
namical scattering or by the electron microscope contrast transfer 
function. Moreover, antigorite undergoes electron beam damage, 
especially under the highly focused beams needed for high-reso-
lution imagery (Yada 1979; Veblen 1980; Spinnler 1985). Yada 
(1979) Þ rst proved that [010] high-resolution antigorite images 
depend dramatically on thickness, defocus, crystal misalignment, 
and thin foil bending. If any of these variables is not at the optimal 
value, biased structural interpretations may result.

In this study, we investigate the apparent controversy between different 
HRTEM interpretations, taking advantage of the structure reÞ nement of 
Capitani and Mellini (2004). As our main goal is to check the visibility 
of 8-reversals, we prepared TEM mounts from the same batch of crystals 
already used for the X-ray study. Using the atomic coordinates reÞ ned 
for those crystals, we computed HR and selected area electron diffraction * E-mail: gcapitani@unisi.it
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ABSTRACT

Structural imaging of the �odd� m = 17 antigorite polysome is in keeping with the X-ray structure 
reÞ nement, supplying direct evidence for the presence of 8-reversals. HRTEM also displays the poly-
somatic and stacking disorder features modeled during X-ray reÞ nement to achieve convergence.

Polysomatic faults occur in Mg159 antigorite as (100) lamellae, with wavelength differing from 
the matrix by only one serpentine module (m = 16 or 18 vs. 17). Mixed ordered polysomes may also 
occur, such as a regular alternation of m = 16 and m = 17 lamellae, producing a complex polysome 
with an a repeat distance of 84.5 Å.

�Odd� and �even� antigorite polysomes differ in layer topology. �Odd� polysomes (m ≠ 2n, with n 
= integer) have a primitive cell with Pm space group, m tetrahedral and m-1 octahedral modules, and 
one 6-reversal and one 8-reversal per unit cell. Polysomes with m = 2n have C-centered cells (C2/m), 
m tetrahedral and m-2 octahedral modules, and two 6-reversals and two 8-reversals per cell.


